
Coaching Workbook



Massive Congratulations to you for saying YES to your dream and taking a big leap of faith

towards them.

Dreams really do come true and this workbook is your opportunity to craft them

on the basis of your true desires.

 

 

In this Workbook, you will explore all areas of your Career, Business and Personal Life. Be honest

with yourself and take some time to acknowledge what you really want and what you need to

let go off.

 

 

There are 2 ways to fill out this workbook. You can print it out and fill it by hands (most powerful

way to set your intentions is to handwrite them by the way). Or if you prefer you can use a PDF

editor to type in your answers.

Please send me your completed workbook at least 2 days before your intensive to give me

enough time and the most incredible experience for you.

 

 

I invite you to maximise your time on the programme by being fully present during our

coaching sessions, engaging with the Facebook group, making full use of the Group Live

Coaching calls and reading the books recommended at the end of this workbook.

 

 

You will be uplevelling your whole life and taking in a lot of new information so please be gentle

with yourself and please do not hesitate to contact me or my assistant Hima if you need

assistance.

This is your personal Coaching Workbook.
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Contact details and office hours:

 

Nancy Florence – for business and life-related questions

info@nancyflorence.com

079 50 499 261

Monday to Thursday 9am to 6pm (GMT +1)

 

Hima Bindu – for admin and IT related questions

assistant@nancyflorence.com

Skype: himabinduskype

Monday to Friday 9am to 3pm (GMT+1)
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Instructions for completing this workbook: Make this work sacred. There is no right or

wrong way of doing this so be kind to yourself. Blossoming into the new you takes a lot of

self-compassion. So take your time. Don’t overthink it. Feel it. Write the first answers that

come to mind. You may choose to do this in one sitting or complete as you go along with

the programme. We will refine those pieces and work through all of this during our time

together on the Programme. You are fully supported.

About You.

ABOUT YOU

NAME:

PHONE: EMAIL:

SKYPE NAME: WEBSITE:

ADDRESS:

LINE 1:

CITY: POST/ZIP CODE:

COUNTRY:

DATE OF BIRTH:
RELATIONSHIP STATUS:
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About You.

NAME

IMMEDIATE FAMILY: PARTNER, CHILDREN, GRANDCHILDREN

RELATIONSHIP
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About You.

NAME

FAMILY OF ORIGIN: PARENTS, SIBLINGS, ETC

RELATIONSHIP
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What Personal and Professional Development Courses have you done before? Include any

programmes, seminars, coaching, therapy, teachers, mentors, healers, books etc. that have

been part of your development:

Self-Development.

Which of these programs have been the most beneficial to you and why?
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Which of these programs have been the least beneficial to you and why?

Self-Development.

What is going to be the most difficult part, or the biggest obstacle to success for you?
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Before you start crafting your new Life and Business/Career, you need space. You can’t build a

new life on shaky foundations and you can’t take in more information when your cup is

already full. So now is the time to complete

an unfinished project, clear your inbox, have a massive clear out and brain dump. Use this

space to list all the actions you’d like to take in order to create mental and physical space in

your life.?

1. DE-CLUTTERING.
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What intentions would you like to set for yourself on this Programme?

2. SETTING INTENTIONS.
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3. COMMITMENTS.

What changes do you need make now in order to honour those commitments to yourself?
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If you know your Core Desired Feelings, remind yourself of what they are here? (if not, we will

Desire Map together don’t worry)

 

 

 

How do you want to feel in your Business/Career?

 

 

 

 

 

 

How do you want to feel in your Life?

 

 

 

 

 

In terms of your desires for your Life and your Business/career, what do you want this

programme to help you with specifically?

4.DESIRES
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5.YOUR MONEY STORY

What’s your current relationship with money? How do you feel about earning and spending

money? Please list any negative feelings around money and stories you may have learnt as a

child about money. A typical example is “Money doesn’t grow on trees”.
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What is your relationship with time and how do you currently manage your time?

6.TIME MANAGEMENT
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Ideally, what would you like your working hours to be?

7.WORKING HOURS
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Define 3 clear and specific goals you want to achieve by the end of the programme?

8.GOALS
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Bearing in mind your top 3 goals, what tasks do you need to complete in order to make that

vision come true?

 

Once you have listed those tasks, assign a priority letter to them: A if it needs to be done this

week, B if it can be done next week and C if it doesn’t really need to be done or can be

delegated.

9.TASKS
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Now you know exactly what you need to do in order to achieve your top 3 goals, they need to

be scheduled in.

 

VERY IMPORTANT: IF IT’S NOT SCHEDULED, IT’S NOT REAL!

 

Create a weekly schedule for yourself and plan hour per hour for times you will allocate for

the completion of your tasks. Remember to include lunch, meditation, and exercise because

self-care is your priority.

 

Example:

10. SCHEDULE
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What can you do to make your workspace a welcoming and inspiring space for you to feel

good when you work?

11. WORK SPACE
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Where in your life and business are you procrastinating? What do you keep putting off? Decide

if the things you listed really need to be done or not. If they do, what can you do to make them

happen?

12. TAKING ACTION NOW
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What self-care practices do you want to implement in your daily, weekly and monthly

schedule?

13. SELF-CARE
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What tasks can be delegated? To whom? How many hours per week will you hire that person

for to start? How will this help you focus on your business, career and the things you love?

14. DELEGATING
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Well done for completing this workbook. What are your main take-aways?

15. TAKE-AWAYS
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WELL DONE!

 

Well done for completing this workbook.

 

Now that you are clearer on your goals and what it will

take for you to reach them, it's time to take a break.

 

Let it sink in.

 

Don't be available for overwhelm.

 

Only be available for the magic that is about to unfold for

you. 

 

In order to prepare for the programme, look after yourself

first. 

 

Sleep well, eat well, exercise and wear clothes that make

you feel like the Star you already are.

 

Be the Woman you want to be today...right now in this

moment.

 

Lots of Love, Nancy x
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